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Grill Plays for
Homecoming
Dance Oct. 31
W adt> Park 1\lanor
Of Season's First
Social Function

Coach of John Carroll Team Un nimously
Chosen at Meeting Following B nquet of
Organization at Kent State Univt~rsity
The Rev. Charles :McDevitt Ryanl, S.J., was unanimously elected
pre ident of the Northeastern Ohio Jebate League at a meeting following the annual banquet of this O]t'ganization at Kent State University, Friday evening, October 9.

According to plans released last
week-end by Harry A. Hanna, president
of the John Carroll :\lumni Association,
the annual Alumni Homecoming Dance
will be held at the \\'ade Park 1Ianor on
Hallowe'en Xight, Saturday, October 31,
with the music being supplied by George
Grill's popular orchestra.
Grill has
e:tablished a fi~te reputation playing in
downstate collegiate circles.

Father Ryan, who is moderator of the John Carroll Oratorical Society and
coach of the local debators, succeeds Dr. Harry Wright, head of the department of English of the state college at Ken . Miss Maxine Dye, head of the department of speech at Akron University, w· s re-elected secretary of the body.

Annual Tournament
At Carroll

300 Couples
Expected

:May Present
Floor Show
:Members of the Junior class who are
sistin~< the Alumni Association in
c tnplcttng th • arrangement:. are: \ llliam Cu. grove, chairman; Thomas
\' ictory,
harlcs Heaton, Robert
Jleutschc. Thomas O'Connor, Paul
].[inarik, Gene Morris, Dick Robb, Joseph
1lurphy and Albert Weiler.
This week the committee is making
plans for attractive dance programs and
for decorating the hall in a rnanner belilting the Hallowe'en sea on. There
i" also a strong possibility that a floor
~how featuring student talent will be
arranged.

.·Jbmoc: Fra11klin D. Rooscz•clt
Right : Jfarti11 L. Dar·cy

Carroll News Political Poll
Shows Roosevelt and Davey
Favorites at University

a.

ByVa emi e Deal~

•8

Roose\·elt-260, Landon-27, Lcmke-40.
Davcy-195, Bricker-124.
Thu · did Tolm Carroll go Democratic.
These amazino- results of the recent pre,ideniial poll of the Carroll 'ew surprised e\·cn the most ardent I\' ew Dealers, not to mention the re pective follo\\'er of the G.O.P. and the ReY. Chas. E.
Coughlin. Roo eYelt smothered under Republican Landon with almo ·t a ten to one majority. And the president overwhelmed Lemke
\'•ith over a six to one majority. In fact the sum total of votes cast
for Roo: eYelt' close -t rival \Yas le. s than one third of the chief
--------------c·xccu tive's poll.

Guilds Offer Chicken Dinner
To Friends of John Carroll

I Out of 12
Favor Landon

Beside Father Ryan the Carroll
Oratorical Society was represented at
the banquet and meeting by Joseph
ullivan, president of the local society,
Thomas Victory, James Osborne, Joseph Stepanik, and David Ferrie.
The representatives of the various
colleges and universities accepted the
offer of the Carroll Oratorical Society
to hold the league's annual varsity debate tournament on the Carroll campus
Saturday, March 20. Each memberschool sends two or fonr teams and
one judge to this tou~nament. Each
team participates in four debates and
personnel of squads may not be
changed after the tournament has officially been opened. Last year the
tournament was held at Akron University.

II Schools
In I.eagQ«>

2,000 Guest ·
Expected
:\ccording to Irs. C. T. Conroy, in
charge of publicity for the affair, the
dinner promi e to be one of the largest
activitic · c\·er held a.t ] ohn CarrolL
The committee, under the direction of
1fr. and ~Irs. James H. Ferrie, ha~
made arran gement:> to double the at-

Freshn1an Gridders
1\'Ieet "C" Club
The John Carroll "C" Club held its
fir,t meeting of the year in the cafeteria
<•n ~londay, October 5, when Eugene
Stringer, acting as chairman, introdun: I
the Rc\·. Loui~ J. Weitzman, .]., a. the
new moderator of the society.
The program consisted of an introduciton oi the freshman football player· by
Frank Gaul. a:si tant coach, to the mem bers, of whom about thirty attended.
Thomas Donahue entertained the club
and its fre . hman guests with songs and
recitals.
A luncheon was ~ervcd and arrangements made for the year's activities.
The :;cconu meeting was held on Tu~s
day, October 13 in the cafeteria and consi>ted of a busim:ss meeting.

ner. Judging from the number of
tickets now on sale, upwards of two
thou$and guests are expected. Tickets
arc priced at one dollar, and may be
purcha ·cd from any member of the
Senior or Junior Guilds on the dinner
committee.

\·cit's huge plurality i;; the numerical

insignificance of the Landon vote,
which did not even exceed the Lemke
ballot. The Landonites of John Carroll
'niver ity, according to the poll,
\\ hich Co\·ered se\·enty-thrc" percent of
the enrollment, compose but eight
percent of the student body. That is
to say, out of twelve "average CarExcellent Service
rollers" only one is in favor of the
Promised
\Vith the modern facilities of the Kan ·an governor, and he is probably
·
lJniver ity Dining ,Hall at their com- an undcrcla sman.
mand, the committee promises swift Lemke Strength
and· continuous service between the
Among Frosh
hours of 12:30 p. 111. and 8 p. m.
The cooking of the dinner will be
Coughlinite reaction is paradoxical.
'upen·i6ed by John Fisher and John The third party candidate it has been
Kicrer, chef of the Chamber of Com- said, was an ''unsuccessful s'\cce s,"
merce for a number of years. \Vhile at \\'ith acct•nt on the "unsucce ful"; for
the Chamber, 1fr. Kierer has built an though Lemke was strong enough to
enviable record throughout Cleveland beat Landon, his competition with
for his chicken dinners.
Roo~e\· clt could hardly be taken seriCarroll Band
ously. Lemke's chief supporters were
freshmen.
'''ill Play
~ext

to the dinner itself, the main
attraction of the afternoon wiU be a
"Shirley Temple" doll, gi\·cn away by
the Junior Guild to some ticket holder.
The doll will he dre ·sed in fifty one-dollar bills. Shirley has been renamed "~!iss
Carroll" by the member of the Junior
Guild.
It wa~ announced yesterday that the
Carroll Band \vill play throughout the
aiternoon for the entertainment of the
guests.
The committee headed by 1fr. and
~{r, . Fl·rrie consists of the following:
(Colllillucd oil Page 4)

Davey Holds
Safe Lead
The gubernatorial race saw Davey
ahead of Bricker with the safe margin of
seventy-vote .
Fre hmcn and seniors
were particularly <'trong for the present
governor; sophomores and juniors, on
the other hand, were ~omewhat indecisive in their balloting. Davey's lead
in the junior division consisted of only
three vote ·, while among sophomo res,
13rickcr held a ~lim two votes adYantage.
(Ccmtimrcd 011 Page 4)

~odality to Hold

rirst Meeting
(i~ctoher 27
Sullivan, New Prefect, Will
L1 ad Discussion of
Yl 's Program
he fir.st general meeting of the
n Carroll Sodality will be held on
T esday, October 27, according to the
Rev. Hartford Brucker, S.J. This meetin at which the program for the year
is to be discussed, will be conducted
under the chairmanship of Joseph P.
Sullivan, '37, new prefect o£ the Sodality.
J eph Zelle. '39, and Wallaf'e. Rrltb, '37,
ar secretary and treasurer respectively.
fuch of the discussion at the openin! meeting will consist in a consideratidn of the resolutions passed at last
su mer's National College Sodality
C nvention. These resolutions are expected to be the basis for the year's
adivities at Carroll.

The following institutions hold
member hip in the league: Hiram College, Akron University, Ashland College, Kent State University, Fenn College, Bowling Green College, Mount
Union College, Western Reserve University, Case School of Applied
Science, Baldwin-Wallace College, and
John Carroll University.
Rj~sponse Presages
( Conti111wd 01~ Page 2)

Bdght Future

Senior Guild Fetes
Mothers of Frosh

Organization Offers Tea in
Attempt
to
From another a pect, almost as
\Yith a chicken dinner in the John tendancc of last year's successful din- a. tounding a the greatness of Roose- Increase :Membership

Carroll Dining Hall in Univer ity
Height,;. both the Senior and Junior
Guilds of t ht: unin~ rs it)' will launch
their acti\·ities for the coming year.
The datl' of the dinner is unday afternoon. October 25th,

No.2

Choice of Carroll Students
II Elect Father Rya~ Presid'e nt of
'-----------~--~. Northeast Ohio D~ehate League

cene

Bids for the initial ~ocial event of the
year. sponsored by the Alumni A. sociation in conjunction with a committee of prominent members of the Junior
class, can be obtained at the University
and at the dance. It is estimated that
close to three hundred couples will dance
to the rhythm of Grill's syncopators as
alumni and students unite to welcome the
Carroll football team home fr om its first
appearance of the year on a foreign gridiron.

II

Mothers of the members of the freshman class were entertained at a tea
Tuesday, October 12, in the University
smoking room.
Among the members of the John Carroll Senior Guild who poured were the
Mesdames Farrell, Britton and Ferrie.
The purpose of the tea, an annual affair,
was to acquaint mothers newly connected
with John Carroll with the purpose and
accomplishments of the Guild and thereby
to ecure new members.
An added feature of the meeting was
a discussion concerning the Guild's latest
project, the chicken dinner next Sunday.

Carroll Booked
For Broadcast
Station WHK to Present Grid
Program; Conley and
Oherst to Speak
Mr. E. R. Mittinger, Director of Publicity at John Carroll, yesterday annowlced that Carroll will sponsor a halfhour radio program on station WHK
from 10:00 to 10:30 tomororow night.
A vocal trio from the University Glee
Club will provide for a large part of the
entertainment. It was also stated that
Henry Erhardt, football captain, \\'ill sing
a solo.
Tom Conley and Gene Oberst of the
.\thletic Department will discuss the ensuing football game with Case and the
Carroll athletic situation in general.

,More than half of the student body
at John Carroll responded to the call
fo Socialists with the result that 359
st~ dents have pledged themselves to
sp'ritual leadership and activity. These
m •n were organized into the various
gr:>ups in which they were interested.
T~1e general director, Rev. H. Brucker,
will be aided in committee work by
th1! Rev. Thomas Ewing, S.]., the Rev.
Clifford J. Lemay, S.]., the Rev. Cecil
Chamberlain, S.]., and Professor
Ge,orge Grauel.
• ne of the first committees to begin
ac· ivity is the Social Action group,
wP ich functions under the name of the
" ampion Society," It is under the
su ervision of Father Ewing, who con( Continued on Page 2)

'Ian French Club
Fl'r olic for Nov. II
' he Club St. Charles, French club of
thj' University, held its first meeting
an• election of new oiffcers on October
13
The organization unanimously
el cted Bernard Ceraldi president.
0 er officers are John Dielle, secreta y, and John Toner, treasurer.

mual Social
A Big Barn
After a short address by Professor
Bernard S. Jablonski, moderator, the
g r )up decided that its annual social
sh<>uld be held at the Big Barn on Lorai n Rd., on November 11. John Toner
wa appointed chairman of the committee on arrangements with Charles
H aton, Vincent LaMaida, James
Gr 1t, George Neagoy and Bernard
Cc aldi assisting him.
he organization wishes to announce
t meetings will be held every other
rsday at twelve oclock Freshmen
ar invited to become members.
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Who's Who
- j Sodality Holds
-................--=---------......._--------=-..;;...._,:o.._.;.;.__ ___,~ First Meeting

Modest to an extre~e-fain to talk
about himself-rather, more willing to
praise the deeds and fighting spirit of
his fellow teammates on the football
gridiron and the basketball court-displayirlg a captivating smile whenever
a humorous turn comes up in the conversation-and serious when di cussing approaching Big Four conteststhese are the pithy phrases which most
aptly give us a character sketch of
Gene 'Wolanski, basketball a11d football player extra-ordinary.

Sullivan New Prefect of
Reorganized
Theological Society
(Conti11111'd from Page 1)
ducted the same group Ia t year. The
committee held its first meeting last
Tuesday, and has planned to hold a
public S} mpQiium in the very near I uture. Over eighty students are regsitered in this group, which has interested itself 111 the fight against Communism.

Ring Committee
Chairman
Gene, as every follower of Big Four
athletics knows, is in his last year at
the University. During his four years
at Carroll, his life has been crowded
with activities in three different phases
of student life.
He has achieved prominence, primarily in the field of athletics where
his exploits on the gridiron as well as
on the court have become the byword
of football and basketball fans of the
school. He has gained the di6tinction
of being classed as All Big Four calibre
for the past two years by the sports
writers of the district with regard
to his prowe s in ba ketball as well as
hi achievements in football; in the
latter sport he was called the outstanding end of last year; in basketball for
the past two years his name has been
synonymous with the best. All this was
accomplished on teams with only mediocre success.
Although so much of his time is
nece arily taken up in athletic activities, he still finds time to devote to

* * * *

Eugene Wolanski
another pha e of univer ity life-the
mo t important phase-studies.
The third phase of his school life
revolves about the social center. On
more than one occasion he has been
asked 'to serve on committees in order
that his level-headedness might laid
cla s unde•taking . La t year he was
chairman of the Junior Ring committee while at the same time his classmates entrusted him with the position
of vice-president.

Preped at
South High

Gene first attended St. Stanislaus Parochial School where he took part in hi
favorite sports. Being graduated in '27,
he enrolled as a freshman at South High
School. From that day on his name
shone on the football and basketball ho~
izon of the city. Together with Gomer
Fatlter Otting Announces Series Jones (of Ohio State fame) he was
placed on the all-scholastic teams of the
To Be Given After
city. Though granted an opportunity
with Jones to attend Ohio State, he chose
Christmas Holidays
rather to enroll at Carroll in 1933, two
In keeping with the tradition estab- years after his graduation. During the
li hed at john Carroll several years interim he played Class "A'' ba ketball
ago, the Rev. Leonard ]. Otting, S.J., with the Pennzips of Cleveland
announces that an Ethics Seminar will Three Years
be held again this year. The series will
As Captain
not begin until afte• the Christmas
As captain of the basketball squad at
vacation, according to Ft. Otting, because the students will lack the back- Carroll (this incidentally will be his
ground necessary to gain the most third year a captain of the team) he
looks forward to a season with a much
benefit from the course.
brighter future than the past would warTo Lecture
rant. Several new men have displayed
In Akron
promise as fre hmen of last year with a
Last week-end, Friday, Saturday, and revival of the fighting spirit, such as has
Sunday, October 16th to 18th inclusive, permeated the football team, he hold
Fr. Otting conducted a closed retreat great hopes for this season on the hardfor the alumnae of St. Josephs Acad- wood.
emy at the school on Rocky River
After his university life, he intends
Drive. During the month of November to devote himself further in the field
Fr. Otting will give a series of lectures of athletics-rather as a coach than a
in Akron, Ohio.
participant.

To Hold Ethics
Seminar Again

No Conflict Between ReligionScience, Say~ Fr. Weitzman
Using as his text the words of the
Psalmist, "Out of the depths I have cried
unto Thee 0 Lord, Lord, hear my prayer,''
the Rev. Louis Weitzman, S. ].. preached the sermon at the Mass of the Holy
Ghost on Friday, October 9. The celebrant of the Mass was the Very Rev.
Benedict J. Rodman, S.].. assisted by the
Rev. Chester Burns, S.]., and ti1e Rev.
Louis Puhl, S. J., as deacon and subdeacon 'respectively.
The 1Ia s of the Holy Ghost is celebrated at the beginning of each scholastic
year in every ] esuit school in order to
ask the blessing of the Holy Spirit upon
the students.

Religion Made
Secure
Father Wertzman, newly-appointed
head of the Sociology Department, proceedetl to show that although King
David enjoyed all ti1e good things of this
earth, riches, honor, and pleasure, his
heart and mind were not satisfied-he
yearned for the po sessiqn of the definite Truth, God Himself.
Devotil1g the body of his address to
showing that there can be no conflict
between true science and religion,
Father \Yeitzman pointed out that
those who try to formulate arguments
to destroy in the minds and hearts of
men their belief in God have, by a

strange irony, made the foundations
of revealed religion scientifically secure. Examples from the fields of archeolO&'J', history, ethnology and abnormal psychology were used to prove
his point

David Ferrie, Joseph Stepanik, and
James Osborne have been teaching
Catechism at St Anthony's Parish under the auspices of the Catholic Intructiott League. Another activity of
the Apostolic Committee which will
soon get under way, is the presentation of illu ·trated lectures. Twelve
odalists are to prepare these lectures
which will be given throughout the city.
\Villiam McMahon will be chairman
of the committee in charge of publicity. Carl Burlage has been appointed
chairman of the Eucharistic Committee.
Henry Erhardt and Richard
White are chairmen of the Catholic Instruction League and the ·:Mission Committees respectively. In the Mi ion
ection \Villian1 Duffin and William
11aloney have already begun work in
collecting stamps.
The Cleveland Catholic Collegiate
Council, composed of the Sodalists of
Ursuline, Notre Dame, Catholic Nursing Schools and John Carroll University, will hold its meeting in the near
future.

Glee Club Plans
Year's Progr am
According to Burt Maheu, publicity
director for the Glee Club, great plans
are in the offing fo r the coming year.
Among other things the Glee Club
plan~ spot programs from the lat'ger
Cleveland radio stations, a week's appearance at the Palace theater, "a bigger and better annual concert," and
perhaps an out-of-town tour.
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Father Ryan Ele ted New Prexy
Of Northeast 0 ·o Debate League
J ohn Carroll Ora torical Soc ety Plans
To Sen d Two Teams to
Novice T ournament at Hira
(Continued
Carroll plans to send two teams t
at Hiram College Saturday, Decem be
team debates four time and each par
The puvpose of this tournament i to
tournament debating rather than to sel

Fr. Coughlin
Denounced
Profes or Walter O'Donnell
Derides Activities of
Royal Oak Priest
(Special from Cleve. Flail~ Dealer)
Oct. 19-Rev. Charles E Coughlin ha
destroyed his influence by attacking per
sons who know more about economic
than he docs and has developed "a one
track mind and an arbitrary manner tha
leads to political intolerance and intern
perate speech," Prof. Walter G. O'Don
nell of ] ohn Carroll University, said yes
terday in a talk over WJA Y.
Prof. o''Donnell scored Coughlin espe
cially for calling Msgr. John A. Ryan o
Catholic Univer ity "ignorant" and sa i
i\fsgr. Ryan probably was the outstand
ing Catholic economist in the country
decades ahead of Coughlin in social think
in g.

Listened to
Coughlin
"I was one of the millions who one
listened to the broadcasts from the Slvin
of the Little Flower," Prof. O'Donnel
said. "I thought I heard in the eloquen
voice of Father Coughlin the promise o
a new day in American politics.
''In those early days, when he remaine
on the high plane of moral teaching, hi
influence was widespread. But now al
·
that is changed.
"\Vhere he cannot dominate he woul
denounce. The organization of the Na
tiona! Union for Social Justice is no
democratic and the whole movement ha
(Cont·iuued 1m Page 8)

\.

om Paga 1)
the league's a nnual novice tournament
12. As in the varsity • tournament each
cipat ing school mu t supply one judge.
give novice debaters their firs t taste of
ct a winning team.

Practice Round
Yesterday
Faced with the ta k of equaling last
year's record, which was one of the
most successfu l in the history of th i
famous Carroll organization the Oratorical Social really got down to
work with the opening round of t he
ann ua l intramu ral debate tournament
yesterday. There were 110 eliminations
in this first round which served merely
as a practice ssesion for the participating
teams. Formal statement o£ the topic of
debate in this tournament is "Resolved :
That Congress be empowered to fix min imum wages and maximum hours of industry." This is the Phi Kappa Delta
question and the one which Carroll will
debate upon collegiate platforms this
winter.

Special Contest
For Fresh tnen
Entered in this tournament are t he
following teams: James Osborne, J oseph Stepanik, and William hkMahon ;
Carl Burlage, Mark Blinn, and Pa ul
Cas idy; David Ferrie, Charles Bren nan, and Richard Leusch; Edward
:\'ilges, Thomas Victory and ] oseph
ullivan; Carl DeFranco, Gene Ki r by,
and Val Deale; Thomas Corriga n,
Thomas Kelley, and James Moraghan;
Thomas Heffernan, Clayton Lange,
and \'incent For nes; Richard \ Vhi te,
Anthony Oleksy and John Lamp kin.
The Carroll Oratorical Society w ill
sponsor a special tournament for fresh men late r in the yea r. Accord ing to
plans the que tion for freshmen conipetition will be: "Resolved : That t h e
several states should adopt one house
legislatures."

WELL, IF I WANTED
IHE BEST S M O K E
POSSIBLE, I'D JuST
LOAD A LL ll-IR EE
BOWLS WloH
PRINCE

No Fixed
Standard
During the course of the sermon it
was shown that only in Catholic colleges can one acquire a genuine education, becau e it is only in such institutions that all the powers of manmoral as well as physical and mentalare developed. In state universities and
secular colleges it is commonly asserted
that there i - no fixed standard of
morality; that morals are merely customs and conventions of a certain
group at a particular time.
In conclusion the speaker urged his
hearers to show their appreciation of
the wonderful opportunity afforded
them of receiving their education in a
Catholic college, an opportunity that
is theirs because of the sacrifices of
their parents and of the faculty, both
Jesuit and lay, of John Carroll University. That his listeners might be
able to live up to their high ideals of
Chri tianity Fr. \Veitzman exhorted
them to cooperate with the efforts of
their teachers in earnest prayer for
temporal and spiritual graces.

ALBERT: P.A. IS CHOICE
E''BITE" REMOVED BY

SELLING TOBACCO
N'S" CIGARETTES.

THE NATIONAL
JOY SMOKE
pi pefuls of fra•
gran t t o bacco in
every 2 .. ounce tin
of P r ince Albert
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which he left us in his clas ical death. As the
late Dean Fox referred to Cicuto's death:
Death! Though That' art near,
I sen-se tlo Hauntiug fear,
Faci11g t11e gual.
For lo11g, tltr<>ugh stress aud strife,
l'~·e pla)red the game of life,
Facing the goal.
Thon hast but came to free
My soul, a11d qu,ickel~ me
To cro~s the goal.

Moderator .............................................. Prof. E. R. Mittinger
Editor-in-Chief ................ - ................... Joseph P . Sullivan '37
301 East l SOth St. Telephone KEnmore Z478-W
Associate Editor ...................................... Paul F. Minarik '38
M anaging Editor .......................... T homas K. M. Victory 'S8
News Editor ........................................ Richard L. L euscb '37
Assistant .................................. Thomas R. O ' Connor '38
Sports Editor .................................... Charles W. Heaton '38
Assistant .................................... Thomas P. McGorray '37
Feature Editor .............................. Thomas E . Heffernan '37
Assistant ........................................ George M. Szudy '37
Business Manager ................................ W allace F. Roth '31
Assistants ................ Jos. Cerino '37, F loyd Fierman '38
Circulation Manager .............., ..0 ............. Armas J . Loyer '38
R eporters .................................................................. Tryon '38,
D eale '38, Brennan '3.9, Sallot '39, Zorko '39, Ste_panik
'39, Nally '40, Fallen '40, O 'B rien ' 39, Dingledy '40, L an•
caster '40, Otto ' 40, Debevec '40, O tto ' 40.

. • . hear! heat•!
500 per -cent •..
Knocked down by Kent State, humiliated by the
razzle-dazzlers from Berea (who iocidentaly ctid
not dazzle so much last Saturday) the Blue Streak ,
to u e a phrase of a former Carroll Nez'S editor
"marched on with a Knox-like precision." A week
ago Friday evening they defeated Findlay. True,
Findlay is being lcicked all over the state this
fall but nevertheless it was the first gridiron victory in many a moon for the followers of the
Blue and Gold. The Carroll freshmen, in a jubilant
mood because they were students at a college with
a winning football team, ran up town and snakedanced down Euclid Avenue. Everyone was happy.
Last Friday evening those valiant crusaders from
Adrian, .Michigan, sallied forth to do battle with
the mighty Conleyites. But woe was they! Theirs
was the same fate as the gentlemen from Findlay.
Carroll 7, Adrian 0, was the final score. This famous aggregation which each year comes over onto
the Buckeye State, suffers their three or four reverses, and then returns to train for next year's
ignominy, had been defeated. Yet despite the
scarcity of Carroll touchdowns and the history of
their opponent Carroll followers g<1iued consolation in the thought that the Blue Streaks had won
another game.
Next Saturday brings another game and should
we say another victory? No I Common sense,
which is not always so reliable in predicting football results, dictates the contrary. Case has a fair
team and, if we are to believe some of the Blue
Streaks who have been spying on their east side
rivals, "the best line in the Big Four." Surreptitiously those scholastic-minded Scientists do
manage to squeeze quite a litt Ie football into their
collegiate program.
No matter what the final score is Saturday there
is much cause for rejoicing over the 1936 edition
of the Blue Streaks. In their first two games they
displayed a little of the old Carroll spirit which
has been so conspicuously A.W.O.L. from the local
gridiron during the past few )1ears. Furthermore a
majority of the squad is training. This is news
at Carroll.
Last spring Tom Conley stated that the Blue
Streaks would lose all their games this year and
next fall would win but two contests. To date
he is one year ahead of contract. Evidently he
has fooled himself. Let us hope he fools us in
some of the remaining games. With our iingers
crossed we're cheering for him and our team.

••. jaek eieutolest we forget •••
In fall of 1933, as most Clevelanders arc
aware, in the midst of h is greatest gridiron success, Jack Cicuto sensed the fact that his last
day was at hand, pen'iled a short note to the
Carroll student body and breathed his last.
Slowly and sadly Carroll men bore the earthly
remains of their beloved friend into St. i\farys',
the old Carroll chapel, wherein they gathered
for the requiem service and the reading of the
wemorable note which he had written the day
before his death.
Immediately after his death elaborate plans
were instituted for the perpetuation of the
Cicuto spirit here at Carroll. That future Carro ll students might be reminded of the deeds
of thi football hero the seniors succeeded in
raising a sufficiency of funds to have a plaque
made. This plaque was never erected in the old
school because everyone hoped to spend the next
scholastic year in our new building in University
Heights.
.
Today, three years later, we lind ou rselves in
the new buildings. But• the plaque has not as
yet been placed on display. This year's senior
class is the last group who were fellow student
o f Cicuto to be graduated from this univer sity.
Hence fhe duty falls upon them to see that the
p laque is erected and' that future Carroll men
are reminded of his life and, of more importance, are t a ugh t the beautiful lesson

... who~s this
guy eolttmbus • • •
A week ago Monday Catholics the world
over celebrated the 446 anniversary of the great
triumph of Christopher Colunl'bus. Throughout
Christiandom the accomplishments of the famous Genoese navigator were extolled; his character was displayed as a model for all members
of the true church; his philosophy of life was
praised becau e it wa definitely Catholic; his
secular deeds were revered because he had loosed
the bounds of the middle age \Yorld and opened a
new continent for the oldiers of Chri t to conquer.
Even the pontiffs themselves have from time
to time seen fit to honor the memory of this
great man. His Holiness Pope Leo XIII writes
as follows: "The event in effect is such in itself
that no other epoch has been a grander and more
beautiful one accomplished by man; as to him
who accomplished it, there are few who can be
compared to him in greatness of soul and of
gen1us.
The most dependable historians of the day
are forced to agree that Columbus belongs high
up among the greatest of the great. Recognizing this fact the pffic.ials of the nation and state
have seen fit to declare October 12 a legal holiday. All branche:; of the municipal government,
all banks, and many business houses honor this
great Catholic by closing their doors on this
day. Practically every Catholic school in the
country eli mi es c.lasses on Octdber 12.
John Carroll university students were compelled to attend all their classes a week ago
Monday.
\Vrite your own editorial.

; .. father t•yan
please take a bow
The :\lorth-easteru Ohio Debate League has announced that the Rev. Charles McDevitt Ryan,
S.]., o[ John Carroll University has been elected
to succeed Dr. Harry Wright of Kent State University a president of that organization.
This league controls collegiate debating not only
in northeastern Ohio but thronghout the Buckeye
State. Educators throughout the state depend on
this organization £or the current forensic topic
and rules. Its several annual tournaments attr.act
many debate teams and the results of these 'tontests are closely ob erved by debate authorities
throughout the nation. It has been largely responsible {or the renaissance of debating which has
occurred in Ohio during the last ten years. Today
with the possible exception of the Pi Kappa Delta
it does more to encourage the study of oratory,
public speaking and debating than any imilar group
in the country.
Hence Father Ryan's election to the pre idency
of thi organization is no little honor for him and
for John Carroll University.

...
~o

on!
get it ..•
soup~s

For the past several weeks autoists on Bulkley
Boulevard and Carnegie Avenue have noticed
bill-boards announcing that the John Carroll
Junior and Senior Guilds are holding a chicken
dinner at tHe Umversity on Sunday, October 25.
To the average passing motorist, this announcement means little or nothing; it is just another of
the ever-present pleas for money with which one
is greeted everywhere he goes.
To friends of John Carroll, however-to those
who know something of the past history of the
Carroll Guild -any announcement concerning
the activities of these two organizations i well
worth 'i nve tigating. Year after year they have
gone quietly. about their work, receiving little or
no recognition for ltheir efforts but always thinking only of how to benefit the university.
Sunday afternoon, as explai11ed elsewhere in
this paper, the Guilds combine to sponsor a
chicken dinner. For us as Carroll students, there
are many reason why we should back this
function to the fullest extent of our ability. First
of all, the mere fact that it is a Guild-sponsored
e,·ent merits our hearty cooperation. Secondly,
the pro~eeds will go towards the completion of
the faculty building here on the campus. A third
reason proclaiming the worth of Sunday's affair is this: the two Guilds have made arrangements for a dinner whose culinary delights could
not be scorned by the most exacting of kings.
Finally-and perhaps most important of all-it
is a CARROLL function, and thereby deserves
full support of all \\'ho -call themselves Carroll
rn.en.
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Midnight Meditations

THE SPOILS

by

of

Thomas E. Heffernan - - - - - '
The relentless passing of time has brought u
once again into one of those hectic periods in the
hi tory of America that inevitably heralds the app,·oach of an election. Explained imply by Noah
W~bster as "a choosing by vote as to an office," the
word suppli~ in connotation what it lacks in definition.
To every citizen (the term to be understood in
its fullest meaning) of this fair land of ours, the
merest mention of "election" is a stimulqs to the
greatest heights of oratory and argument. No
other factor has such a power of dividing these
United States. The realization of the importance
of its outconie to each and every individual, extended ·as it will be over a span of years, makes
men accustomed to conclusion jumping, weighing
pros and cons, and rendering decisions with an air
of authorit).
The so-called vital issues of the day are uppermost in the minds of all. Party platforms and candidate qualifications are two fold topics of common
conversation. Families and friends stand separated
on questions brought to the fore through claims and
charges hurled at one another by rivals in city, state
and nation. The making of plans and pledges, to be
accepted or rejected by voters as they see fit, becomes the order of the day.
Fads and crazes-the "h."llock, knock" is a welcome example - are temporarily supplanted by
topics of current interest. Even the universal and
enduring question of religion, and world affairs
give way to the subject of politics. Just such conditions prevail in America today. Let us look into
some of their causes.
Though ostensibly not conceded by the minority
parties the presidential race resolves itself into a
struggle for supremacy between Democrat and Republican, however much each group be accused of
traitorism to party principle. The Democrats,
present possessors of the power, \\ill go to any
lengths to retain it; shorn in 1932 of the superiority
they had enjoyed ince tte election of Harding in
1920, the Republicans will spare no effort to regain
their lost strength. :t\ot until dawn breaks on Nol'ember 4th will either side concede defeat, and
then only grudgingly.
A survey of the planks in their platforms reveals
that the two parties are in agreement on several
points. Among these arc the attitude toward 1nonopolies, to whit:h both are unalterably opposed;
each pledges to protect the right of labor to collective bargaining; each promises to promote peace;
and each is engaged to guard the civil liberties
guaranteed by the Bill of Rights. On this last
point, however, R<!publicans charge their opponents have abrogated such rights.
Though agreeing in purpose, the platforms diff!!r on means of attaining several of these ends.
Republicans favor Constitutional amendment, if
necessary, to give to the states the power over
labor; advocating amendment , too, are the Democrats, through retaining this power for the federal
government. Similar distribution of control over
unemployment is advanced by each :;ide. On the
question of agriculture, their ideas do not conform
.afi regards the type of government aid to be offered to the "poor" farmer. The charge is made
by Republicans that the incumbent party, claiming
also to support it, has destroyed the civil service
system .
At swords points on the tariff problem, the Democrats would continue reciprocal trade agreements
with protection of home industry, while their adve~saries pledge repeal of the reciprocal trade act
and restorati on of the flexible tariff.
Discussing money and government finance, both
parties prklmise sound currency and a balancing of
the budget by reducing expenditures. In this respect, however, the New Dealers are accused of
"uncontrolled s.pending," to which they give assurance of a new tax and recovery program.
Let us now scan the presidential possibilities and
their prospects.
In Presidel1t F rankliu Delano Roosevelt the
Democrats put forth a man of three years experience in office, tried and proven. His charm and
orator)' appeal to the multitqdes. He is a real vote
getter.
The Republican choice, Governor Alfred :Mossman Landon, has a fair record behind him as head
man in his home state of Kansas. A very poQr
stump orator, his appeal is felt only in small groups.
His tour of the country has certainly not been in
vain.
Roose,•elt and Landon have been putting on a
line show, the biggest two-ring circus in the world, •
and what's more it's free to all Americans. As the
special trains of each candidate, laden with repnrter. and supporters, tour the country, all interest centers on them. They arc E\VS.
On a firm foundation we predict a Ia t minute
Republican dynamite bomb as a surprise thrust.
Still predicting-now don't all shout at once-we
believe the winner, by a comfortable ;margin, \'!'ill
be ROOSEVELT.

VICTORY
By Thomas K. M. Victory '311

A

S the deadline approaches for the second ap-

pearance of The Spoils, this writer is painfully reminded of a warning often heard but little
heeded. That is to say, that writing a scandal column for the Carroll News soon becomes nothing
but a terrific headache. I am already forced to
admit that the sponsors of the latter opinion exaggerated not in the least. But, as Father Kiefer
would say, "jacta e'st alea," meaning "its too late
to back out now"; so, trusting to the efficacy of
several Bayer tablet of aspirin (advt.), we're off
again.

T

* * .. *

HE fall social season being now in full swing,
perhaps it is not amiss to list a few "coming"
event ·, all of which are worth ·'going" to ... First
and foremost in the interests of Carroll men is, of
course the annual Alumni Homecoming Dance at
the w'ade Park Manor on Hallowe'en. Suffice to
s.ay that this is a Carroll dance; from this assertion, there follows the ine capable conclusion that
you can't afford to miss it ... A 110te from Frank
Polk discloses plans for a Ball, Card Party and
Bingo Party ponsored by the Cleveland Council K.
of C. in Hotel Allerton, Saturday~ Oct. 24. Music
by Charley CarL The PiHier is general chairman
and armounccs that there will be 25 door prizes,
e:i.7:h valued over a fin. Tickets, of which I have a
plentiful supply, are selling at SOc per capita, with
proceeds going for "Catholic Relief in Spain." A
worthy cause, an enjoyable method of helping it
along ... But if you don't go there, perhaps you'll
hJake it to the Ursuline Charity Ball at Hotel
Cleveland on the same night . . . Notre Dame
throws a frolic at school on Friday, Oct. 23, while
St. Augustine does likewise one week later . . .
And on the elevellth of November, under the
cha irmanship of John Toner, there will be a repetition of last year's rnemorable French Club shindig
at the Big Barn.

* * *

*
ORD has re.ached
my ears ~hat the Ursuline
girls haye been told that 1t IS no honor to
have their name appear in this column; that, on
the contrary, such an occurrence should disgrace
the unlucky victim of my detractive pen. Perhaps
it is no honor to have one's name featured here;
offhand, I catmot recall ever having entertained
the idea that it was. But if it be disgrace, then my
w1derstanding of the word is far removed from
its correct meaning. Maybe I am wrong ; maybe
it is a disgrace to find one's character here despoiled. If so, a number of Ursuliners may now
p:repare to hang their heads in shame, because , ..
Jeanne Beaumont does not think so highly of our
frosh Jack Malaney ... Winoie Fegen was supplying Carroll boys with pop corn at the Adrian game.
And where was Dan, vVi1mie? . . . Eddie Mahon
is said to be peeved because Judge Carberry is running arowtd with Winnie Gilmore . . . Joe Sullivan and Rosemary Holden have discovered that
the Lakewood lads who speak in unprintable langua~c about their home-town coppers are masters
of understatement ... Rumor has several Ursuline
nuns in a dither because, it seems, some of their
students have been cutting classes and sititng in
front of their alma mammy with (horrors!) Carroll
boys . . . Around Overlook Rd. they think that
Jack Hanley is going steady . . . That recent
controversy over car passes caused many an
an."'(;ious moment among Ursuline girls, most of
whom are still successful in cheating the Cleveland
Railwa,y Co. . . . Ed Baloga and Pat Kilbane
ru h down to Mandell's at Cedar and Fairmount
every da.y to have lunch with their feminine ad- '
mirers . . . And the Carroll N cws staff is grief
stricken because Sally McMahon is no longer
going to buy o-ur paper. By the way, Sally, who
sold you the Carroll N1!1.vs? Everybody else at
Ursuline gets it for nothing.

W

* *Bernet
* *Hall, I heard that
Th OAMIN G about
.l'li.. . .. Both Cyril Le Voie and Fred Johns, two
frosh from Pennsylvania, spend as much time as
possible in the company of that doll with the fancY
car . . . You may add J olumy Marcus and Agnes
Sally to your list of sixty minute telephone conversationalists . . . Dick Missig, '40, may be found
at Notre Dame more often than at Carroll ... A
petition circulated among the boarders last week
mysteriously disappeared , . . A number of the
dorm studes were not so well pleased with tbei.r
blind dates at the freshman social ... But the food
being served in the dining room is much better
than last year, so lile isn't so bad after all.

* * * *

... Congratulations to Father
M ISCELLA:t\EA
Ryan on his election to the presidency of
the Northeastem Ohio Debate Conference • . .
Reports emanating from Our Lady of the Lake
Sem. indicate that the annual Fezog ( ?) was
rather rough on several prominent ex-Carroll men
. ~like Murphy, well known to many at Car.
roll, leaves tomorrow for New York, whence he
will sail Saturday for a five year stay at the North
American Theological Seminary in Rome • . .
Strange remark (by Joe Stepanik which he won
thirty bucks in the Press' football contest): "Now
I can pay my tuition~ .. _ Guess the identity of
(C01~tiuued 01~
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Roosevelt and Davey Sweep
News Political Poll
Substantial Margins :!\-lark Victories of Incumbents;

Wednesday, October 21, 1936

I Scientists to
~
~ - - - - - - - - - - - " - - = . . . . . . . . . . . : .111Hear Yeager

I

Chart of Political Poll
Presidential Results

Lemke Beats Out Landon in Ballot of
Students; Reasons Prove Interesting
(Conti1w.ed from Page 1)

Concerning the splitting of tickets over the presidential and
gubernatorial choices, eighty-five percent of Davey's supporters
cast their ballot for Roosevelt, and only two percent for Landon. In
sharp contrast to this unity of the Democrats, less than one-fifth of
Bricker's followers wrote a straight Republican ticket, as seventy
percent of the straw voteS" who marked Bricker also had an X after Roosevelt. The Lemke voters did not disturb to any noteworthy degree
the ultimate proportion-between Davey's and Bricker's votes.
Seniors, with sophomores a close second, are Roosevelt's strongest adherents. Oyer seventy-seven percent of this year's graduating class are hoping
for Roovelet's re-election. And although twice as many freshmen as seniors cast
a straw ballot for the presidential, the yearling , in proportion to their numbers,
arc the weakest of the school's New Dealers-with a mere seventy-two percent
Democratic majority.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , L a n d o n Gets
Juniors

Editors Announce
Promotions and
Additions to Stafl

As the Editors of the Carroll News
prepared to go to press for the second
issue of the scholastic year, announcement was made of promotions and additions to the staff.
Thomas Heffernan, vice-president of
the Carroll Union and of the Senior
Class will serve as Feature Editor with
George Szudy as his assistant. The
Business staff was augmented by the
addition of Floyd Fierman and Joseph
Cerino, who will act as Assistant Business Managers.
Charles Heaton, Sports Editor, has
added Robert Tryon to his force of
reporters. Richard Leusch, News Editor, lists as recruits to his staff Joseph
Fallen, Robert Debevec, Valentine
Deale and David Dingledy. Thomas
O'Connor has been appointed assistant
News Editor.

Chiefs Continue
Service
The Editorial Board consisting of
Joseph P. Sullivan, Editor-in-Chief;
Paul Minarik, A sociate Editor and
Thomas Victory, Managing Editor will
continue to coordinate the efforts of
the various departments and dictate the
policy of the News.
\Vhen he was asked to advance an
opinion concerning the additions to the
staff, Mr. Eugene 1\fittinger, Moderator
of the organization, tated that the fact
that most of the additions were editors
or associate editors of high school papers augurs well for the future of the

News.

Production Enters
Third Week
Play House Continues "Merrily
We Roll Along" as
Season Gets Under Way
A run of two weeks with incrca ing
popularity at each production is the
record of the uniquely contrived play
of George Kaufman and Mo s Hart,
"Merrily \Ve Roll Along," now entering into its third week at The Play
House.
The play, based on sound psychology,
reveals the liYes of Richard Niles, a
"fashionable playwright," his wife, a
tragic, forgotten actres~ who longs for
the applause of an "opening night"
audience again, and his two best friends
who attempt to preserve a worthwhile
life for him.

Cast Members
Listed
Among the member of the cast are:
Rolf Engelhardt, Yirginia Dillon, Dorothy Paxton, Kirk Willis, John Rowe.
·ael Leslie, ).farjorie Hutton and
Thomas R. Ireland.
The Curtain Puller.. The Play Hom;e
children's theatre group, are also planning for their first play of the season.
"The \\'ishing Well" and "St.
George and the Dragon" will be their
first productions to be given on October 31. in the Brooks theatre of The
Play House at 10 and 11:30 o'dock.

Landon's staunchest bloc is the junior class, who are all of eleven percent
for the sunflower candidate. Freshmen
gave nine percent of their votes to the
Republican nominee, sophomore eight,
while the seniors were mustering up
their two percent.
Lemke found absolutely no real
sympathy among uppercla smen-that
is among juniors and seniors; for but
one-half of one percent of the total
votes of tho e two classes was given
to ' Fr. Coughlin's candidate. Actually
that amounted to a single vote. Freshmen were evidently the most swayed
by the oratory of the Royal Oak priest,
and sophomores next, they giving respectively fourteen and ten percent of
their votes to Lemke.

Hyland Supports
Lemke

...t:
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Robert Yeager, '38, will deliver a lecture to the members of the John Carroll
Scientific Academy tomorrow night in
the physics lecture room. A set of
mO\·ics on pelrolewn, an open forum,
and a business meeting will constitute
the remainder of the program.
On the night of Thursday, October
8, 'William Vogt, president of, the
academy, spoke on the history of petrolcu}n and correlated this with the improvements that have taken place in
that industry since the first well was
drilled.
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Plan Trip to
Otis Plant

Gubernatorial Results
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form of government. Landon amounts
to Hearst and hooey. And Coughlin is
a (Eds. censored)."
"Great helper of the common people."

Stadium Scene
Of Case Game

Landon and
Lemke Reasons

Despite many rumors to the contrary
the Case game, next Saturday afternoon
will definitely be played at the Cleveland
Stadium. Because of the damage done
to the Stadium in the recent explosion, it
was thought that the game might be
switched to Van Horn field, the home
grounds of the Scientists.
· One of the largest Carroll crowd of
the season is expected at this Big Four
contest. As this is the last home game
for the Blue Streaks, a special program
to take place during the half has been
arranged by the Carroll Union. The exact nature of this entertainment is not
known at present but will undoubtedly be
announced at the rally, Friday night.

Reasons for Landon and Lemke:
For Landon: "Roosevelt i
too
changeable and retards bu iness."
"Because Roosevelt is starting Communi tic principles in \Vashington."
"Protects industry and favors protective tariff."
''Roosevelt has been extravagant
with other people's money and totally
disregards the constitution."
For Lemke: ''Lemke advocates ixteen principles which arc the essence
of social justice. These principles when
carried out will work to the benefit of
a majority and not a minority."
''The only man that will work for
the general welfare of the people. He
is not a capitalist himself."
''My dad won't let me in the bouse if
I don't faYor Lemke."
"Backed by Mr. Coughlin and his
principles."

Jack Hyland stated that he was yoting
for the Union Party candidate because
Lemke "understands the problems of
agriculture," "advocates the u. e oi ortho·
dox economic principles," "is definitely
against all foreign entanglements," and
"proposes to put the control of money
back into the hands of Congress."
Paul J. eliskar would cast his ballot
for Landon whose platform, Paul believes,
would allow the "old order" to "go to
town." This Landonite, furthermore, is
of the opinion that the New Deal has D~vey and
become a "Raw Deal," that "Roosevelt Bricker Advocates
is a demi-god ... who has elevated himFor Davey and Brid:er:
elf to the position of a dictator."
For Davey: ''Repealing the sales-tax
Speaka..for
on food. He ha been misunderstood."
Roosevelt
"Davey is for the working man.''
Frank Otto prefers Roosevelt ''be"For continuance of cooperation
cause the record of the past four years with the people and the goYcrnment."
shows a steady return toward a normal
"Good administration. Blamed for
economic condition." "I believe" says many things he didn't do. Papers arc
Otto, "that the policies of the present out to beat him and blame him falsely."
administration have played a vital part
For Bricker: ''Davey is the biggest
in this recovery; secondly because the farce of a goycrnor we ever had. He
Republican candidate has failed to offer is a typical politician."
any definite program, but has merely con''The le scr of two cvib. The Demotented himself with attacking the New crats of Ohio arc too ales-tax-minded."
Deal; thirdly becau e vested interest -, as
"Kent beat Carroll, thanks to Davey."
\Vall Street, the Liberty League, and big
corporations are the most ardent supporters of Landon's election, and the most
vociferous opponents of Roo cvclt's reelection, and hence it is impossible for
the common man to find a champion in
Some college journalist find outtheir candidate-no man can serve two
let only in vici on attack upon the
mas\ers; furtherly, because I believe
faculty. Other believe that it L
that Pre ident Roosevelt, this time unwell to court the £aver to those highhampered by consideration of re-election.
er up and submerge their own percan perform an even better job than he
sonalities to the will of faculty dichas done in the past four year -."
tation of the paper. Extremes in
Some
either direction prove di a trous for
both the paper and those working on
Random Reasons
it. Thi i· the fonnulative period
Among ome random "rea ons" given
for many of tomorrow's successes and
by tudents in explanation of their supflops in the journalism field. It is
port to a particular candidate are:
the pro\'ing ground for writing exFor Roosevelt: " Roo evelt tands
periments and mental gymna tics.for governmental interference in inMic/tigan Stale J\'c1,•s
dustry when nece ary t9 protect the

Radical Thought

workin g man. Landon and his Republicans, on the other hand, arc strictly
from the school of out-worn lais ezfairism which permits unbridled competition among capitali ts at the expense of Labor. Coughlinish Lemke
ju~t doesn't count."
'·Becau ·e of hi~ . ocial security program, hi; defense of the laboriQ.g clas~,
and his program of national improvement.''
"I am impressed by the inccrity of
the president. Hi action aved this
country from great mi fortune."
"One good term descn·es another."
"Because I belie\·c in a democratic
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SttUient to Lecture on
Photography in
Academy's Second Meeting

* * the* Presidency
*
I don't believe
requires genius. If it did, we'd have
gone the way of Carthage and Gomorrah long ago.-H. L. .1/cnckcn.

* example,
* * that we
It is said*, for
have come to the cud of an eraThat our ''industrial plant is completc"-that henceforth we mu t live
on what we ha,·c. To those who give
little thought to our history this may
sound like good reasoning. But it
is not good rcascning. It is reasoning based UJlOn seren years of hard
times instead of ISO yea rs of progress.-Gcr.: ·triiOr Londo11.

•

Seniors Discuss
Year Bool{
Class Considers Possibility of
Puhlisbing Annual at
Two Meetings
About thirty-five members of the
senior class met Thu rsday, October 8
and again Thursday, October 15 to
discuss the pos ibility of publishing a
year book for the cia s of 1937.
Although a high pitch of enthusiasm
wa- reached as this project was proosed, no definite agreement has as yet
been reached. It wa clear at the meeting that an overwhelming majority of
the class was in favor of an "annual"
but there was little unanimity when the
amount of capital needed and the
method of financing the undertaking
'-vas discussed.

Carroll Union
Sets Dates
French Club, Littl~ Theatre
Society and Collegiate
Club Reserve Days
The second meeting of the Carroll
Union, student go,·erning body, was held
yesterday at noon in room 228. Willian1
Peoples, Union president, presided.
The following dates were assigned to
organiz'ltions for the holding of school
activitie : November 11, to the French
Club for that organization's annual Socia!; the last day of the mid-year examinations, to the sophomore class for
the annual Collegiate Club pat>ty; ro\'Cmber 20th and January 15th, 16th, and
17th, to the Little Theatre Society. These
dates were granted tentatively, pending
investigation as to whether they conflicted
with any other John Carroll functions.

Two Possibilities
Explained
\¥illiam Peoples, president of the

1class, disclosed the results of his interv·iew with the Re\•. Edward J. Bracken,
S.]., ·dean, as he gave the students a
choice between a year book devoted
exclu ivcly to senio rs and a year book
embracing the entire student body and
its activities.
After a long discussion about the
merits of the two sample copies and
he feasibility of instituting an advcrti ing campaign, a committee was appointed to discus the mjatter with
Dean B1acken. Members of the committee arc: James G rant, Glenn Garrctt, William Leppig, Thomas Heffernan and William McMahon.

Heffernan Heads
R ll C
·u
a Y omml ee
It was decided by the student group to
celebrate Carroll's second foray in Big
Four competition with a rally on Friday
night, the eve of the Carroll-Ca e Game.
Thomas Heffernan was appointed chairman of a committee empowered to make
arrangements for this event.
The members of the Union for the current year, and the organizations they
represent, are a follows: William Pea·
pies, President of the Union and of the
Senior class; Thomas Heffernan, VicePresident of the Union and also of the
Senior class; Henry Erhardt, secretary
of the Senior clas ; Thomas Victory,
Secretary of the Union and President of
the Junior Cia s · Robert Heutsche Vi(e·
C
'
P rCSl'd ent o f t he J' umors;
harles Heaton,
Secretary of the Juniors· Edward Boc" ·
T
'
S
ZC k , vmon
reasurer and
ophomore
Secretary; Ralph Pelcgrin, Athletic Department; .Michael Dwyer, Band; Ernest
Rcavctz, Orchestra,· William Reid}', Glee
Club j H.ichan:l Leusch, Oratorical
0ciety; layton Lange, Little Theatre ·ociety; \Villiam Vogt, Scientific Academy;
Bernard Ceraldi, French Club,· Edward
D'Allesandro, Societa Tusculana; Paul
1Iinarik, Carroll X ews; Joseph Sullivan,
Sodality. The Education Society, which
i~ also entitled to repre~eutation in the
student Union, has held no meeting or
elections up to this time.

The society plans a trip to the Otis
Steel mills on the afternoon of October
27. Any studeJV who wishes to accompany the 'kroup must notify Paul
1I inarik, Edward Boczek, Vogt or
Yeager.
Membership blanks may be obtained
from these same men or at the meeting tomorrow night. New members admitted to the Scientific Academy during the last week are Edward McAllister and George Fisher.

,

Members of Guild
or Chicken Dinner

I

(Co11tinued from Page l)
SENIOR GUILD
Mr. and Mrs. Thos. Britton. Mr. and Mrs.
. Brigham, Mr. and Mrs. Joe Britton, Mr.
nd Mrs. Peter Corrigan. Mr. and Mrs. C. T.
Conroy. Mr. and Mrs. N. w . Duffin, Mr. and
rs. James Farrell, Mr. and Mrs. John Hartctt, Mr. and Mrs. John Nealon, Mr. and Mrs.
Frank O'Connell, Mr. and Mrs. J. G. Tischler,
Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Mazanec, Mr. and Mrs.
. Walters, Mrs. John Crawley. Mrs. Eliza·
eth Cunningham, Mrs. John Brennan, Mrs.
eo. Brickel, Mrs. F. Dietz.
Mrs. Agnes Gallagher, Mrs. Thos. Hannan,
rs. Agnes Hannan, Mrs. Arthur Kerner, Mrs.
L. A. Lux, Mrs. Peter Leusch, Mrs. Wm. McCarthy, Mrs. A. Horak, Mrs. L. s. ·Schumacher,
Mrs. Frank Stein. Mrs. 'Mae Sallott, Mrs. Phil
eyand, Mrs. Ivor Williams, Mrs. John Samon, Mr. John O'Malley, Mr. wm. J, Rogers,
r. Wm. McCarty.
JUNIOR GUILD
Miss Effie Brickel, Miss Marion Brickel, Miss
Betty llropson, Miss Catherine DuFresne, Miss
Catherine Cummings, Miss Agnes Demming
Miss Margaret DeWolf, Misl; Magdalene Greg:
ry. Miss Helen Gregory, Miss Eleanor Hug,
MtSs Ceceha Jenks, Miss Mary Keane, Mrs.
:John Lyon. Miss Julia Leary, Miss Dolores
ong, Miss Agnes Murphy, Miss Grace Mullen.
Miss Margaret McDonough, Mrs. Raymond
McDonough. Miss Helen Maloney. Miss Helen
McGregor, Miss Lucille Mullen, Miss Isabelle
.Mulholland. Miss Catherine McFarlane M:iss
Edith Pochomis, Miss Helen Rice. Miss Margaret Roach. Miss Hazel Scott, Miss Evelyn
Schlosser, Miss Virginia Seidel. Mrs. Harry
Straley, Miss Blanche Wiemels, Miss Alice
Weyand, Miss Clare Weyand .

The Spoils of Victory
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( C o~r t i1 111ed from Page 3)

J eanne 1fc:::\amara have come to the part-

the Not re Dame girl who insulted her
rc ligioll teacher and was forced by the
d ean to apologize .. . And who arc the
five gi rls who r ide past Carroll every
day in that dirty red sedan? ... \Vorth
\\'atching: That Hitler-Mussolini 'batcony sce ne as presented in the cafetcria by Bill Deckman and \Villic
:McMahon . . . \ Ve understand that

ing of the ways, so Bill is now foot-loose
and fancy-free · · · Bob Schenkelberg and
Laverne ::O.Iillcr were acting very much
paby-walsy at the fro:;h frolic · · · Cookie
::'llcCarthy turned wolf at the same affair
· · · Stuff about some alumni:
Tom
O'Connell and Bud Hurd are studying
law at W.R.U., and Joe Hynes is doing
likewi:;c at Harvard .. . Don Birming-

Miriam Wolf will accompany Chairma n Bill Cosgrove to the Homecoming Dance . . . Gerrie Kavanagh has
jo ined big ister Mary at 1ft. St. Joe
and is corresponding with our man lieffe rnan .. Isn't it about time for Keith
W ebster to make his annual belated appearance on the campus? . .. Several N.
D . fresh wanted to take Jack Hyland to

ham ha enrolled in medicine at St. Louis
U ... . Bob \ Villiams wrestles bath-tubs,
wash-stands, etc. £or a local plumber ...
Bill Woods puts in hi time with the E r ie
RR. in Buffalo . . . Gene Gleason was
writing for Life, but Life (alas!) is dead.
rc\·crthclcss, Gene seemed to be cnjoying his suds at the Vermont Friday night,
as did Jack ::\antcll and Dan Donahue,

Oleksy to Open
Con1merce Year

Suhadolnik Outlines Library
System at Student Convocation

According to information given out
by the president of the John Carroll
Commerce Club, Mr. Anthony Z.
Oleksy, final arrangements for the
opening meeting arc almo t completed.
The meeting will be held ~omc time in
the ncar future and all pro pective
member arc invited to attend. At pre ent the club has thirty-eight members
attending the day school and twenty
graduate members.

During the regular student Convocation
of last Wednc.day ~fr. Frank Suhadolnik.
John Carroll Librarian, spoke for thirty
minutes on the hi tory of the Carroll Library and the Yaluc of the college 1ibrary
to the student. ::'llr. Shuadolnik' address
was hinged on the as ertion that "the library is the heart of the university.''
"John Carroll University was founded
fifty years ago," stated the librarian, "but
the library actually got its start long before thaf' He explained that a number
of Jesuit , evicted from Germany, came
to Buffalo, N. Y., and established Canisius
College in 1870. They brought with them
thousands of books from their native land.
\\'hen J ohn Carroll, then known as St.
Ignatius College, came into existence sixteen years later, several hundred valuable
European volumes were brought to Cleveland as the nucleus of what was to become one of the finest college libraries in
the state.
Mr. Uhadolnik said that the Carroll
library now has upwards of 40,000 books

was outstayed by the large number of
stags present ... The Bringman Brothers brought along more than the E):>ert
t\vins to keep them warm at the Adrian
game ... Carroll News staff threatened
to strike when Editor Sullivan ruled out
Clayton Lange's critical re\·iew of James
Kirkwood' performance in "1fulatto''
. . . Which talk of strikes is by way of
reminding myself that I had better lay
F riday's Green Rd. hop . . . Bill Reidy '35. former kippers of the Carroll News off right now, before the Unions get me
wa seeking crutches for the injured Ann . . . AI \Veilcr showed up at the same for scab labor and provide the con c-1
Fradette last week ... Bill Peoples and spot with the beauteous Marie Koch, but quences.
~---------------------~----------------------~------------------

available for the use of the students and
faculty. These books cover every field of
knowledge. The library also subscribes
to 267 magazines, all of which have been
chosen after careful consideration as to
their applicability to collegiate course .
Some of the e magazines, being of a
technical or scientific nature, arc kept in
the libraric of the Biology and Chemistry buildings.
The Carroll librarian explained the
"closed shelf" system in operation here,
and enumerated its advantages over the
open shelf system as used by the Cleveland Public Library. He urged the entire student body to make the fullest
possible use of the library, and asked that
silence be kept by those in the reading
room so a to provide an atmo phere conducive to study.
In closing, Mr. Suhadolnik explained
the recently establi hed cooperative system whereby one library can obtain for
its patrons any book which it does not
happen to have on its own she! ves.

•

"
\

-It's a Liqht Smoke!
To feel good after smokingIt's not just the pleasure a fellow gets out of
smoking Lucky Strikes . . . it's feeling good after
smoking! Fresh as a daisy. A clean taste in
your mouth. And when you start singrng in
your bath-your voice clear as a bell! That's
the great thing about a light smoke. Lucky
Strikes-being made from the finest centerleaf tobaccos-tastegood. And because they're
a light smoke, you feel good smoking them.
And after smoking them, too!

* * NEWS FLASH! * *
"Sweepstakes 11 bring pleasure
to war veterans

A LIGHT SMOKE
--LEAVES A
CLEAN TASTE

A clean taste-a clear
throat-what a joy
when you woke up in
the morning! You'll be
thankful that last evening you c~ose .2. light
smoke....-luckies.

-

From a veterans' home in Legion, T exas,
a number of entries aU in the same handwriting come in each week. O f course
we checked up to make sure that the
entries conformed to the rules, and one
of the men explained : "Most of the boys
can't get around-but I do and so I fill
out th eir cards for th em."
W e're g lad to say that the boys have
been pre try good p ickers, too.
H ave you entered yet? H ave you woo
your delicious Lucky Strikes ? T une io
"Your H it Parade" - Wednesday and
Saturday evenings. Listen, judge, and
compare t h e tu nes- th en try Your
Lucky Strike " Sweepstakes." And if
you're not already smoking Luckies, buy
a pack today and try them, too. Maybe
you've been missing something. You'll
appreciate the advantages ofluck.ies-a
Light Smoke ofricll,ripe-bod.ied tobac,o.

11
-

1T'S TOASTED 11
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c v )_ coach Ray Ride and Some Rough Riders
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By Tom McGorray
John Carroll's up a nd coming Blue
Streaks will reach the crucial point in
their schedule within the next two
weeks, when they meet Case in a Big
Fou r battle, Saturday afternoon and
then journey to Akron to p lay Jimmy
Aiken's Zippers the following week
end. Inspired by the knowledge that
they can win, the Carroll Griddel'\
hould put on thei r best performance
of the season in these two games.

s s

By Chuck Heaton

ROAD AHEAD
PRETI'Y ROUGH
With a 500 percentage behind them
and already more victories than last
year, the Streak's outlook is somewhat brighter. However, among their
next five opponents Case looks like
the easiest bet, but even the "Plumbers" are no pushover, although they
have already been defeated twice.
The Blue and Gold was less impressive in its wins over Findlay and
Adrian than they were when losing
to Baldwin Wallace. This unimpressiveness may have been due to either
overconfidence or bad weather conditions. Their lack of pep and fight
in the Findlay game might be because of the warm night which had
even the spectators perspiring in the
stands. During the damp Adrian
ft-acas the Streaks should have pushed
over about three more touchdowns,
but they seemed to lack the scoring
punch. There was a definite improvement in their tackling in this
latter fray, probably due to the tackling dummy drills during the week.
If the Irish hope to do anything ·during the rest of their football schedule
they will have to snap out of the
listless play demonstrated in their
two victories.

Streaks Meet
Rough Riders
The Ca e game, which will be the
last home contest on the schedule, will
be Carroll's second effort in this year's
Big Four competition. The Engineers
have again developed a power house
eleven, built around big Ray Mlckovsky. As yet they have won but one
game out of three.
They fell before the onslaught of a
powerful Lehigh team in the opener
and the next week, Miami although
outplayed for most of the game, counted
on two long runs to win by a 20-7
score. However in the records Ca e
made nine first downs to their opponent's
three. \Voo ter provided Case with
their first victory, when they ended up
on the short side of the ledger, 12-0.

Case Pre ents
Veteran Eleven

* * * *

Z('tiglif.

Bob lf'is1£'osscr is a back ~··ho is
steadily illl-PrO'Ilillf) (llld dct·clopiuy
i11to a steady gro1111d gai11~'''· Bob
is o1w of tlzc fastest IIU'I~ 011 tire
squad aml lws slzvwn an aptitltdc
jo1· pass racivi11g. This slziftv left
half is also a pretty fair tosser 111
his o~''ll right.

• • * •

INELIGIBLES
FACE CARROLL
\\'hen the Zipper · from . \kron trot
their fir t team out on the field in Duchtel
tadiull\ ne>.:t week against the Streak ,
.-\1 ,\ bdulla, Stanley Junius, Carl Lee and
either Jake Hartline or Andy Garcia will
be in the backfield. These back:; were
derlared ineligible for Conference competition by the Ohio Conference Committee
on October 4.
The ba. is for the ineligibility of these
player are. in three clauses which were
,·oted into the Conference rule at a
meeting held on .\lay 29, 1936. The three
new clauses said that during a time in
rc idence a student mu t carrv a full college load in regular Fall and ·pring seme ters. It also defined what constituted
attendance and a full load. These Akron
players are ineligible. accordmg to these
rulrs. They, however. base their protest
on a techni~ality. t~at these clauses w~re
not placed .~" the mmute.; of th1 meetmg
dunng wh1ch they were offended.
.It S<'CI.Ib that there ~hould be somethmg wlu.:h could ~e done abou~ the usc of
these player~. hut 1t appear,; that Carroll
will have three alternates. Th 'Y
can play the game uncondition'!_lly, they
can play the game and demand a forfeit,
or they can caned the game. Coach Tom
Conley will play Jimmy Aiken's Zippers
11 ith uo :trin~s attached and an imprO\'ing Streak squad will have more than a
fighting chance for \'ictorr.

Rough Riders
In Final Tilt
Blue and Gold Plays Veteran
Case Team Saturday Mternoon;
Journey to Akron Next Week
For Initial For eign Game

'

Joh1111y Marcus is ouc of the jillest dc/c11si-o·e ball pla:yrrs that 1
Jza~·c srt'll at Carroll.
Hr docs a
gr,•at job of backi11g 11/J the Iilli.'
allli ,,.~z,,~ lzc tackles h.- hits low a11d
hard. Jolum::/s one 7.,•rak•urss is iu
mappiug the ball back. l11 higlz
uhool he tlm:w it back cud O'i'l'Y
n1d a11d has11't Jzad 11lltch practice
at the spiral style as hr z,•as cou;·rrlrd into a11 rud last yrar mid
did11't n·tum to his old post 1111til
this fall . lVIzm his cmtcriuy comls
up to tlzc sla11dard of dc/c11si-.·c
play, J O<' Busher is going to ha<'<' o
real fight 011 his hands. Marc1•s has
aa ciyhlceu pound advantage i11

Streali.s Face

SPENCER MfiU~R..

-CENTER.

Frosh Gridders
Have Fine Squad
Vers~ile Backs and Heavy,
Hard Charging Line Please
Carberry; 1\-lcilinger Stars

:\!though the Freshman Football
Squad from an unnoticed g roup, who
arc seldom mentioned about the campu ·. they have thi · fall become a popular topic for di. cus ion in and about
the school.
Even their enthusiastic mentor, in a
day when mo t co'ichc · follow the practice of maintaining a gloomy a!!pect
d
d · • h
1·
•
. f
1s orce to a m1t, 't at t liS years
squad is the most promising I've seen
at Carroll during the past two years."
Carberry ha the unenviable job not
merely of de\'eloping the varsity playcr· of the succeeding years, but the
task of pro\'iding cannon fodder for the
weekly scrimmage \Yith the var ity in
preparation for their s~hcduled game.
Thi roll calls for the learning and distinguishing of plays and often a different system of footba ll eac h week.
Howe\'cr, in spite of the fact that
they are compelled to play the roll of
Baldwin-\Vallacc one week and perhaps ReserYe the next and so on
through the ~eason, as uming weekly
the opponents' tyle of play with tittle
time or chance of de,·etoping their own,
the fact remains that a wealth of material 1s leit that would be the joy of
an \· coach.
~o\mong the talent that has di played
ibelf 011 the gridiron in the pa t two
\H'ek~ have included ~uch players as
Ed 1\ rsenault, who>e flinging arm and
, 11 akey hips have more than once establi . heel his place a· an out tanding
back: ] oe Quayle, flashing back and
an ardent blocker from haker; Johnney ~Ieilinger, who twice Ia. t week
tore through the varsity team to tally
for the frosh: Bill Young, kicker and
i1ard hitting back from J gnatius; Ken
Lucha. Joe Hoctor. Jack \·an De~fotter. and others.

I

Bi-weekly Grid Post-mortem
Appears Again; Streaks B~ware !
.SY B ob Tryon
Tl.\rE ~!ARCHES HERE A 'D
T HER E :
Throultlh the heavy fog that has
de cended up on the playing field, the
blue and gold of John Carroll is viewed .
The expected-to-be-weak Findlay team
takes the field and we're off to the first
sco re. The sling shot a rm of I van the
Terrtble goe back, a 11 d Leo the S\vede
now catching. The fir t score, as the
ix foot two Leo Arbeznik romps over.
Bob "Rabbit" Wis\\'osser (the best ball
ca rrier on the field) g iving a den1 on~trati n on the subject, "How I did it
at \\'es t High.'' The Carroll secondary
looking lousy, I mean, pardon me, bad.
J oe Busher, our choice for Big Four
honor~. breaking ankles with his tow
RESULTS
Sept. 25-Carroll 7, Kent 34.
O ct. 2- Carroll 7, B .-W. J 8.
O ct. 9-Carro ll 34, Find ! ~ 14.
O ct. 16-Carroll 7, Adrian 0.
O ct.
O ct.
Nov.
N ov.
N ov.

SCHE DU L E
24-Case _______ Here
31-Ak ron ·-·-··-··There
7- Rese r ve ...... ____ There
14-Dayt on ..... ____ There
21- 0hio U . ____, ... _There

tackles. Now he's here, now he's there,
now he's gone, now he's 'back (called
back) and ·hore High's pride "!."
Garapic suffer a heart attack (broken
heart). You can ~!arcus down for the
saying 1hat our John will play a lot of
good ball before he stops writing back
to Sharon. \\'onder if a ll the fireworks
were for Carroll's first victory in ten
tart. or for ome other i important
event? If not, why not?
TI1IE MARCHES FOR A COUPLE OF DAYS.
Practice fie ld scenes. \'iewed from
the idcline ·, in the company of the
cripp le '~ a rmy, composed of Steve

Semperger ( out with a bad knee a d
lucky for-you , Case.) Jay Carro I,
Steve Gasper and Gene 'Wolanski. Pa I
\Valdner, the hopeful ex-center lea< s
with his chin and five te eth mark t e
. pot. \1\'ait till John Smythe (Dayto
the be t end in Ohio hears about tha.t:
Up goes the dummy and wham, do rn
it goes. A fine arrival i the dunn y
. a month and a ha.lf
even though it IS
A
late.
freshman •back stepping past
I
the weak tackling Streaks for 98 yards.
Van de Motter, Ronan, Sulzer, O'Malley and Quayle looking pretty fine.
C01IES THE GAME.
\Vish I knew the band bosses better
or certain class officers so that I conld
"'
get a comp or two for a couple of football players. The band up in the stand ,
where it should be, and sounding firle.
Adrian looking very tough (at least in
size). "The" arm goes back and rt ts
time for "Smash" Gliha to tear a h 1le
for a few more yar ds and then Gara~ ic
takes it for the register. To be time
saving that'. all there i · to it. Sequence
of plays is just a term, evidently, !liecause wr; don't u e any. Gliha off for
another gain and the •big thrill of the
evening. He'd better flip with Wisw sser for the best back honors. Very f w
substitution . Capt. Henry gets a rest.
The tackling improvement by Carn 11
the best hope for the future.

The Rough Riders have a veteran
ele\'en sprinkled with a few promising
sophomores.
The backfield, with
11lckovsky ploughing through the center and Franzen skirting the ends, presents a versatile attack. Dave Wi tar, a
sophomore halfback showed up well
against Miami and should see plenty of
se rvice. The forward wall showed its
strength again t Miami when the Redskins succeeded in making but one first
down by ru hing. Outstanding on the
line are, Maurer at center, Spehek at
guard and Chuck vVistar at end.

Carroll Plays
Akron Zipper s
Akron University Zippers, troubled
by Ohio Conference rules, entertain the
Blue and Gold on the following Saturday, and Carroll will have its hands
f 11 t ·
t
h d ff th R bb
rymg
o Th anz cu
e
u er
c·u1ty•so
ff
en c. · e ippers have tasted
d e fea t at t h e h an d s o f \)"
R e•v e tern
s~rve, but un1iler their new mentoJ: they
are a much improved club. Two weeks
ago they ran through Kent for a total
f 18 fi
d
b
o
rst owns, ut a bad case of
f
um bl'1tus h e td t h em to one touc hd own.
The Teachers' vaunted offense could
make but one first down.

Fan s See
Old Favorite

The Zippers will bring out an old
Carroll favorite when they present
Andy "One .:\Ian Gang" Garcia at the
right half po ition. Garcia held down
the fullback position on the Streaks
two years ago and according to all reports he has lost none of his ability.
Cavorting with Garcia will be AI
Abdulla, one of the best fullbacks in
the state, and Stan Junius, who go to
make one of the best backfields in the
Ohio Conference, or out of it. The line
TIME WILL MARCH.
led by Capt. Baur at guard and Tsalof£
Saturday afternoon, the Case gan e, at end has proven it elf strong and the
and thi year let's not push Ca e ·up gains through it have been few and far
and down the field and then peep between.
The following will probably start lor
mentally and lo. c the game. Reme 1('ase:
ber last year only one man tough to
Nason .... ... .. . ............................... L .E.
top-Frye, and their line willing to
. tep out of the way? \Yell this Sat~lr
day comes a ball game that has to be
played like a rea~ Notre Dame game,
~~".W;:::r ::.::::::::::::::~:::::::~~~.:::::::::.:::::~:
tough, tough, and tough and t en
fi~~~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.~:::::::::::i..~H:.
plenty of score, so fellows you h ve
~r~~~~:ky· .. ~::::~:: ....:·::~.::· ..::.=.... :::::::.RF~·
the sma·h and lets let them ha,·c it.
Others who will undoubt~ly ~e ac·
Thcri-well you know the rest. Ptnd
tion are: Davis, l.h.; Weiss, q.b.; Keves,
luck, 'but not that you need it.
r. h; Hackstedde,l.b.; Walter, r.c.

~y:~~~.: ; ·~ ~ ~ ~: :;.~ ~ -·:~: ~ : :~: ~ ;:L: :~~~:
..
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Blue Streak Squad Ends
Victory Famine; Gridders
Defeat Findlay, Adrian
By Tony Zorko

After len losses in as many games, the Carroll Blue Streaks annexed two victories in succession, Findlay to the tune of 34-12,
Adrian, by a 7-0 score.
In the first of these games Bob Thompson, because of a slight
concus ion, was replaced by Garapic in the backfield with \Viswosser,
another sophomore, at right. Gliha was at full.
The Findlay engagement started off well enough with Carroll in
the lead a[ter two minutes of play. On an exchange of punts Gliha
picked up 5 yard to Carroll's 27. On the next play Garapic pitched
to Arbeznik ·who streaked 48 yard do,.,·n the field for the touchdown.
Pat LIIalia' kick made lhe score 7-0.

-I

Attend the Rally

Here is that Carroll back with the
number "9" on his jersey who has been
playing some real ball in the Carroll
backfield this year. He is Ivan Garapic,
a six foot, 176 pound halfback whose
playing ability almost comes up to his
vocal standards.
"Gary" tarted out the season as
substitute in the left half po ition for
Bob Thompson . He saw only a few
minutes of action in the opener against

The rally to be held next Friday
promises to be the most magnificent
squad with the exception of Thompson, spectacle of its kind ever attempted at
his booting is neither quick nor con- Carroll. We have often read of these
sistent. Howe\'Cr a little more kick·
ing experience under fire will undoubt- pre-game celebrations as carried on in
edly remedy this.
other schools, but they are no longer
\\• c all have to take our hat~ off to something that occurrs only in fiethe "Rushin' Russian.'' For a sopho· tion or at Reserve and Baldwin-Walmore he ha · been playing a great brand lace.
Out here in University
of ball. It is true that he has a few Heights away from the city noises,
faults but none that cannot be corrected sitting in the glow of huge bonfire,
by time and coaching. Gary has plenty with the buildings a dim background
of the old intestinal fortitude which ' in the darkness, listening to the
should carry him far in the long athletic speeches, cheers, and music should •
career that he has ahead of him. If he give even the sophisticated Sophocontinue· to improve as he should, upon mores a little spine tingle. The
graduation Garapic will join the grid- Streaks can't help but be inspired by
iron greats of the n!ue Streak institu- the demonstration which we are going
tion.
to give them.

A few minutes later Garapic heaved ; - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - one to \Volanski who ran to Findlay's 7
before he wa downed. Wiswosser crossed
goal on the ncx1: play. Malia converted.

Fumble Gives
Findlay Touchdown
Findlay's turn came as, at the kickoff,
a recovery of a fumble opened the field
for Calabrese's 70-yard run. Wolanski
tackled him from behind on the Blue and
Gold 14. A penalty on the home team
and two plays gave the downstaters their
first core of tne season.
A pass to Mormile resulted in another
tally for Carroll as Gliha crossed from
the 4-yard stripe. The score at the half
stood Carroll 21, Findlay 6.
Findlay added another six points in the
third frame as Colston, on the receiving
end of a pass, raced across the goal line.
Wiswosser and Gliha scored before the
game was over for Carroll.
In the game with Adrian Garapic received the ball and took it back to his
own 34. Gliha and Garapic each picked
up 4. Gliha made it a first down. Thompson passed to Arbeznik who was downed
on the 22. In two downs Garapic was
OUR OPPONENTS
Case 19 - W ashington-J efferson 0.
Akron 14-Wooster 0.
Reserve 20-Baldwin- Wallace 6.
Dayton 7-Miami 14.
Ohio U. 6-Kent 0.
over for what proved to be the only
touchdown of tbe game. Thompson converted for the extra point.
Adrian made first down on a short
pass. Thompson intercepted a pass, but
it was outside. After an exchange of
punts Garapic lost 14 yards in an attempt
to pass. Thompson's flip to Mormile was
good for first down. Both teams punted
beautifully as the ball was exchanged
several times in the second quarter.
Adrian lost the ball on a blocked kick,
but on the second play intercepted a
Streaks' pass.
In the final minutes of play Carroll
threatened once again as Gliha ran 50
yards to Adrian's 24. A pen~ l ty on the
Michigan boys and Garapic's gain gave
Carroll a first down, but the gun barked
before the Streaks could score again.

The Coach's Box
By Tom Conley
A report on the state of the
football team I suppose, is what
is expected by the young man
who asked me if I would write
something for the Carroll News.
I feel /.sur e however that I will
be pardoned if I permit myself to
defer any such report till after
the season is over. History is
not usually wri~n until events
have taken place, and I subscribe
to the opinion that it is often so
much better•to remain silent and
possibly to be thought a fool,
rather than to say a great deal
and thereby remove all doubt.
I am glad for this opportunity
to tell the student body of John
Carroll that their wonderful
spirit which was displayed during our game with Baldwin-Wallace, is one of the finest things
I have yet come across in my
association with John Carroll.
Our football team showed magnificant courage in that game
and the student cheering s~tion
was equally as great. Such
things are surely the undeniable
signs of future grea~ess.

Dayton
Game,
..
Migration Day

THE MAY COMPANY

Plan s Are Made for Students to
Journey to Dayton ; F lyers
Present Powerful Array

COME IN. • •

Migration Day has this year been set
for No\·ember 14, the day of the Dayton
game. Perhaps it would be well to say
a few words about the meaning of Migration day for the benefit of the Frosh.
Each year one out of two games is selected as a contest to which the Carroll
student body journeys "en masse" to
watch the Blue Streaks perform on a
foreign field. Special rates and means of
transportation are procured so that every
one will be able to afford to attend.

Men--- This Sale
m eets you r idea
of a~worth-while
·buying opp ortunity'

Hope f or
Large Crowd
The peculiar arrangement of the schedule this season. which has the Streaks
playing their first five games at home and
the concluding £our away, should and undoubtedly will make this one of the largest
crowds ever to attend a migration day
game. The unusually large and spirited
freshmen class will alone help to swell
the attendance.

Cleveland Boys in
Dayton Lineup
The Dayton game is the best game on
the schedule for this general movement.
Dayton is far enough away from Cleveland to make the trip of interest, and
then the Maroon and Blue is a traditional
rival of Carroll as these two schools are
the outstanding Catholic institutions of
learning iu Ohio. The lineups of both
the Flyers and the Streaks are always
studded with ex-Cathedral Latin boys,
who fight with all that they have to show
that their choice of Alma Mater was thebetter.

Smart Suits
Kent State. Due partly to his showing
in the Kent game and partly to the
need of a right-half because of the
numerous injurie which hit that spot,
he was shifted over to the other side
and in erted in the starting lineup
against Baldwin-\Vallace.
"When an injury forced Bob Thompson to the sideline , Garapic had to take
over the tripple threat duties. Although
it is tough to make any kind of a showing against that Yell ow Jacket powerhouse of this year, Ivan's passing made
an impre sion.
As well a being a passer, he has
shown power a a runrer. He drives
hard, lifts his knee high, and has a
good straightarm. This Euclid Shore
boy's one weakness as a triple threat
is in his punting. Although he get
more di tance than any one on the

With 1 and
2-Trousel"s
Also a Fine Lot
of Winter

Overcoats
at an
Exciting Saving

Old Man Weather Spits in
Eyes of B- W Team and Fqns
By P a ul F. Minarik
When the expert were picking the
Yellow Jackets from Baldwin-Wallace to
take Reserve by two touchdowns, they
weren't figuring on two things. One, the
weather, and two, the Reserve line.
I had a ticket for the B-W-Reserve
game. And that was luck. And until
the morn.ing of the game, I thought the
boys that beat Syracuse could take anything from University Circle in stride.
But when I saw old man weather open
his mouth wide, take a draught of his favorite vintage, "All Day Rain," gargle a
while with it, and then spit it right into
the eyes of the B-W team and fans, I
had a notion it was Reserve's Day.
And was it I

forth as the man that more than any
other stopped B-W. His knickname is
"Doc." And Adelbert might have been
a great deal sicker without that Doc.
Then there was Gene Myslenski.
Somet'l'mes he smashed. Sometimes he
floated. But when he smashed, B- W
hoped he would be floating. And when
he floated the Yellow Jackets didn't go
near his position. He knew when to do
what.

Regazzo Led
Inter ference

And Phil Regazzo. ·when Reserve
needed a yard, he led the interference that
netted it.
Wayne Sidinger. He'd get away from
the two men that were on him, dump the
interference and make the tackle.
Better Team
But Baldwin-Wallace had a football
Wins Game
To use that worn expression tJ-,at Re- team too. Norm Schoen is the shiftiest
serve is lucky would be woefully out of back this town has seen in a long long
time. He didn't have a chance yesterday.
place. The better team won.
Whether or not that team would have But remember against Carroll?
been better on a dry field is not anybody's Davidson
Star s at End
guess. They wouldn't have been! '
And if Kelker was the best end on the
With a ball that was intoxicated from
the water it had swallowed, and with a field, Bill Davidson can get only second
ball that had had its backbone knocked place. But that's close enough to being
out because of the mud that was kicked All-American to suit anybody in the Big
down its throat, the Battling Bereans, at- Four.
I imagine that if anybody feels worse
tempted to thwart the rush of a strong
bunch of young men. And the match about the loss than Ray Watts, the B-\V
coach, it must be Davis Chaffee, a subwasn't equal.
With the same skill of keeping his feet stitute for Schoen. He was in the safety
that one of those sand toys you can't position when Johnny Andrews got off a
( Conlimted 01~ Page 8)
knock over has, Frank Kelker shone

If You Wish-Use Our 10-Pay Plan
"Just like finding money"-that's the way this sale will strike
you. We came across several out-of-the-ordinary buying opportunities which we knew would be right down your alley.
Suits with 1 and 2 trousers, also a fine lot of Winter overcoats
that no buyer, keen for extra value, could pass up. These
clothes are here ready to demonstrate what this store's buying
power does for you. To make the sale all the more excitingwe've added plenty of 1 and 2-trouser suits and Winter overcoats from our regular righer-priced lines. It won't take you
more than a second to go on a buying spree-when you see
the style and quality this sale offers for only $25!
The May Company-Second Floor

Saturday Store Hours 9:30 A.M. to 6 P.M.
SAVE EAGLE STAMPS

The May Company
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Attends TriState Meet
Suhadolnik Goes to
Toledo as Carroll Library
Representative
Mr. F rank Suhodolnik, University librarian, attended the recent tri-state
library convention in Toledo, Ohio, as
the official reresentative of John Carroll. This convention, the first in fifteen
years, lasted for three da)•S, from Oc• tober 15th to 18th. Twelve hundred and
forty-two representatives of public and
private libraries in Michigan, Indiana,
and Ohio heard noted speakers including
professors from Michigan U. and Ohio
State University; John Mason Brown, famous critic; at1d many others, less well
known, but equally great.
Much of the matter considered at the
convention was purely technical, interesting only to students of library
science; for example, Visual Aids in
Catalogues was the 'basis of one speech.
But it is interesting to all to know that
many of the new improvements advocated at the conventions have been in
use in the Carroll library for a number
of years.
Another item of special importance
concerns the statistics on book circulation from the average library.

,
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B-W Gets
Water in Eye
(Ccmti111ted from Page 7)
low fast kick in the last quarter. Chaffee
tried to catch it. And he probably would
have, if he hadn't tried to run with it
before he had hold of it. But he fumbled.
And about ten seconds later, a man he
should have covered caught a pass that
spelled touchdown number two for the
Red Cats.

Probably a
Nice Gu y
If there is such a thing as a goat, He's
it. And ~feel sorry for him. He's probably a nice guy
But what of it? The Resen·e Red
Cats arc a good team. On Saturday, Oct.
17, they were 1a better team than BaldwinWallace.
There's a lesson to the game. As there
is to everything else. It's also an old
lesson. It's a lesson that Knute Rockne
told hi famous teams. It's a lesson that
Pittsburgh knew well, especially against
Ohio State. It's a lesson Reserve knew
and showed to the world it knew. ~nd
it's merely this. The best defense against
a forward pass is rushing the passer.
And the second best defense against a
forward pass is a rainy day. Ask Ohio
State. Ask Baldwin-Wallace.

To Present
One Act Plays
Series to Be Sponsored
By Lillie Theatre
Society of John Carroll
At a meeting held on Tuesday, October 13, The Little Theatre Society of
john Carroll University decided to spanor a series of one-act plays, presented in
pair throughout the year, if such a plan
meets with the approval and support of
the student body. The pre entation of
these plays, together with the direction
and stagework, are to be handled entirely by the students, and the performances are to be presented for the students only. A nominal price of admittance is to be charged. A full length
drama entitled "1furder in the Cathedral," depicting the murder of Saint
Th0111as a gecket in the Cathedral of
Centerbury, will be presented sometime
in January, and is to be the major production of the year.

To Hold Meetings
On First Fridays
It was decided that in the future meetings would be held on the evening of the
first Friday of every month. Clayton
Lange, president, predicts a successful
year for the society, and expressed the
hope that the efforts of the players would_

Fr. Coughlin
Denounced
(Continued from Pagl' 2)
been seized by the unreasoning impubes
of mcb psychology. Repeated blunders
ha\·e been made but the biggest blunder of
all was the attempt to turn the.e good
people a\\'ay from President Roose\·clt.''
Prof. O'DOimcll aid that one of
Coughlin's mo t recent blunders was the
manner of his r~ply to 1fsgr. Ryan, and
continued:

Profes or Knows
Msgr. Ryan

Bonfire to
Feat11re Rally
Carroll Students to
Bw·n Case in
Effio-y Friday
In preparation for ] ohn Carroll's second foray in Big Four competition, the
Ca ·c-Carroll game, a gigantic pep rally
will be held next Friday evening on the
Carroll Campus.
Proceedings will take place under the
guidance of the Carroll Union \\ ith the
freshmen and ~ophomore classes supplying most of the acti\'ity. According to
the completed arrangements the Fro~h
will gath<::r the kindling wood for the traditional story-high bonfire. while the
sophomores will build an effigy of Case
to be hung and buried at the rally.

"I happen to know 1fsgr. Ryan personally. In various influential positions
he has always fought for the rights of
the laboring man and advocated a system of industrial democracy that would
save capitalism from self-destruction.
··rn power of intellect, if not in power
of speech, he is far superior to Father
Carroll
Coughlin.
"If Father Coughlin attacks a few Union Spon or
more of the right people in the wrong
It has been reported from authrntic
way he will find him elf alone."
sources that a Sports Editor from a
Cleveland daily paper will speak. Othrr
be rewarded with a large turnout of stu- participants will be coach Tom Conley
dents at the performances. The first and his a;sistants, Frank Gaul and Gene
pair of one-act plays is to take place on Oberst; Henry Erhardt, football captain,
November 20, and are entitled "Frenzied and Charles Heaton, ports editor of the
Finance,' by Lillian Young, and either Carroll Xc 1,·s.
"Bound Ea t for Cardiff,'' by Eugene
Climaxing the evening's program will
O'Neill, or "Rising of the ~foon," by be an automobile parade through UniverLady Gregory.
sity Circle and downtown Cle\·eland.
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. .. thats t!te

•

whaleman's signal
.for a smoke
And on land and sea,
from coast to coast ... with
millions of smokers, men
and women ... when they
take time out to enjoy a
cigarette it's
HSmoke-0

. ..

pass the Chesterfields,,
Chesterfields are milder ...
and what's more they've
got a hearty good taste that
leaves a man satisfied.
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MYERS TOBACCO

Co.

everywhere

